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OH MAN! UMAN!
Posted by bardichev - 14 Sep 2009 22:23
_____________________________________

IS ANYONE GOING TO UMAN??

========================================================================
====

Re: OH MAN! UMAN!
Posted by Sturggle - 14 Sep 2009 22:25
_____________________________________

my cousin is...

are you?!

========================================================================
====

Re: OH MAN! UMAN!
Posted by bardichev - 14 Sep 2009 22:26
_____________________________________

NO

BUT I AM CURIOUS IF ANY ONE IS

b

========================================================================
====

Re: OH MAN! UMAN!
Posted by jerusalemsexaddict - 15 Sep 2009 07:57
_____________________________________

i tried to land a ticket,but alas,i fell short.
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========================================================================
====

Re: OH MAN! UMAN!
Posted by battleworn - 15 Sep 2009 09:07
_____________________________________

My son (yes, that one) is going, be'H. Please daven for him that it should have a great positive
impact on his life. Thank you!

========================================================================
====

Re: OH MAN! UMAN!
Posted by yechidah - 15 Sep 2009 12:19
_____________________________________

I can't go to Uman so Uman will come to me.

next post is from LeKutei Maharan and I plan on learning one of Reb Nachman's Torahs (that
he said on Rosh  Hashana) -on Rosh Hashana

========================================================================
====

Re: OH MAN! UMAN!
Posted by kutan - 15 Sep 2009 13:08
_____________________________________

Guards last shmiras eynayim email, with the vort that the YH is like a man with clenched hand
and everyone is running after him, thinking that his hand has treasure... but each treasure is
different... they imagine it to have whatever they are lacking... is brilliant.

We each have things we need inside. The need is real. But there are always two pathways in
this world to reach that need.

the easy but fake one.

the hard but real one.
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The YH of avoda zora was Just that! a way to connect to the divine (which was a big need for
humans, before the anshai kneses hagdola removed it), but without the self sacrifice needed in
perfecting ones character.

k

========================================================================
====

Re: OH MAN! UMAN!
Posted by kanesher - 15 Sep 2009 19:06
_____________________________________

? ?? ???? ???? ?????

========================================================================
====

Re: OH MAN! UMAN!
Posted by Rage AT Machine - 15 Sep 2009 19:42
_____________________________________

kutan shel hachabura wrote on 15 Sep 2009 13:08:

Guards last shmiras eynayim email, with the vort that the YH is like a man with clenched hand
and everyone is running after him, thinking that his hand has treasure... but each treasure is
different... they imagine it to have whatever they are lacking... is brilliant.

We each have things we need inside. The need is real. But there are always two pathways in
this world to reach that need.

the easy but fake one.

the hard but real one.
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The YH of avoda zora was Just that! a way to connect to the divine (which was a big need for
humans, before the anshai kneses hagdola removed it), but without the self sacrifice needed in
perfecting ones character.

k

 

is that you, Rabbi Yuval Sherlo?

========================================================================
====

Re: OH MAN! UMAN!
Posted by kutan - 15 Sep 2009 21:05
_____________________________________

Rage AT Machine wrote on 15 Sep 2009 19:42:

kutan shel hachabura wrote on 15 Sep 2009 13:08:

Guards last shmiras eynayim email, with the vort that the YH is like a man with clenched hand
and everyone is running after him, thinking that his hand has treasure... but each treasure is
different... they imagine it to have whatever they are lacking... is brilliant.

We each have things we need inside. The need is real. But there are always two pathways in
this world to reach that need.

the easy but fake one.

the hard but real one.
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The YH of avoda zora was Just that! a way to connect to the divine (which was a big need for
humans, before the anshai kneses hagdola removed it), but without the self sacrifice needed in
perfecting ones character.

k

 

is that you, Rabbi Yuval Sherlo?

 

dunno. Let me check.. hmm left my yarmulka with the  name at home

drivers license...

no, its not me.

Someone else, apparently.

Is he nice?

========================================================================
====

Re: OH MAN! UMAN!
Posted by Rage AT Machine - 15 Sep 2009 22:44
_____________________________________

www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3776127,00.html

========================================================================
====
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Re: OH MAN! UMAN!
Posted by TrYiNg - 16 Sep 2009 00:53
_____________________________________

bardichev wrote on 14 Sep 2009 22:23:

IS ANYONE GOING TO UMAN??

 

maybe chl...

========================================================================
====

Re: OH MAN! UMAN!
Posted by jerusalemsexaddict - 16 Sep 2009 17:03
_____________________________________

Another reason GYE needs a representative at uman this year...

theyeshivaworld.com/news/General+News/39476/Uman+Is+Now+A+Sushi+Opportunity+As+W
ell.html

========================================================================
====

Re: OH MAN! UMAN!
Posted by TrYiNg - 17 Sep 2009 06:16
_____________________________________

Uri wrote on 16 Sep 2009 17:03:

Another reason GYE needs a representative at uman this year...

theyeshivaworld.com/news/General+News/39476/Uman+Is+Now+A+Sushi+Opportunity+As+W
ell.html
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:D ;D

========================================================================
====

Re: OH MAN! UMAN!
Posted by Sturggle - 17 Sep 2009 06:34
_____________________________________

mmm... mmm...

and two friends of mine suddenly announced yesterday that they're going

mamash the groysse oylam will be there

========================================================================
====
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